Course: Curriculum Development and Instruction (838)    Semester: Spring, 2012
Level: M.A/M. Ed.                                  Total Marks: 100
                                                Pass Marks: 40

All questions are compulsory and carry equal marks

Note:
1. Response to each question should not be less than 1200 words failing which marks will be deducted accordingly.
2. Please write in your own words after reading the study guides and the related material. Also avoid irrelevant information, reproduction from any text and render a critical analysis of the questions asked for.
3. Frequently visit www for latest developments and sources. Give source while quoting any material. Use APA style. Also develop reference list for each question separately.
4. No marks will be given for reproduction from the text or from elsewhere.
5. Please write your assignment in legible handwriting.
6. Please submit the assignments on or before the specified date.
7. Late assignments will not be accepted in any case.

ASSIGNMENT No.1
(Units: 1–4)

Q. 1 Discuss “curriculum is the base on which the subject, activities and experiences are planned”.

Q. 2 What is the relationship between curriculum and culture? Explains it with examples.

Q. 3 Explain the significance of contents in curriculum development process.

Q. 4 Discuss the instructional strategies for achieving objectives in different domains.
Q. 5 Write notes on (10+10)
   - Core Curriculum
   - Philosophical foundation of Curriculum Development

ASSIGNMENT No.2
(Units: 5–9)

Total Marks: 100
Pass Marks: 40

Q. 1 “The different individuals need different types of learning experiences for self development”. Support this. (20)

Q. 2 Discuss the major factors which lead to the efficient implementation of the curriculum. (20)

Q. 3 Discuss different strategies for curriculum Change. (20)

Q. 4 Analyze the process of curriculum development at higher level. (20)

Q. 5 Detail the concept of integration; also criticize the pro and con of multiple text book systems. (20)